Packaging and Label – Paper

Good job on a foil substrate. The effect of a craft look by using a matte varnish vs the shiny look of Blonde, works well. The matte coating also delivers functional benefits during the filling and testing process.

The winner in the Packaging and Label – Paper category for

Guinness Blonde American Lager

is

Inland
LaCrosse, WI
Packaging and Label – Paper

A second award winner in this category is just a beautiful job with a lot of detail; GCR added contrast to the image. Good registration, especially on white reverse copy, out of four colors.

The winner in the Packaging and Label – Paper category for

**The War of 1812: Fort McHenry**

is

CCL Label
Clinton, SC
Packaging and Label – Film/Film Lamination

The chocolate looks good enough to eat – as close to a “real look” as you are likely to find in Gravure printing. Very appealing package, engraved using laser technology and beautifully printed. The use of matte vs gloss along with the metallic film, really works well.

The winner in the Packaging and Label - Film/Film Lamination category for Chocolate-Covered Almonds is

UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine
Packaging and Label – Film Surface-Reverse Printed

Perfect application of Metallic inks. Very nice four color printing resulting, in part, from precise pre-press work. A good example of Gravure delivering exceptional depth of color and contrast, yielding rich illustrations on difficult substrates.

The winner in the Packaging and Label – Film-Surface/Reverse Printed category for

**PS5105 Marlboro Green Promotional Outer Wrap**

is

Mundet
Surgoinsville, TN
Packaging and Label – Film-Shrink

Clean Print, no hazing and good, high opacity white coverage. Well executed shrink sleeve, process print is very clear and crisp. Distortion from printed sleeve to finished product is exact.

The winner in the Packaging and Label – Film-Shrink category for

Colgate Softsoap®

is

Multi-Color Corporation
Batavia, OH
Packaging and Label – Film-Pressure Sensitive

Awesome detail derived from a deceptively simple execution. Extensive research resulted in the selection of several elements to enhance this functional piece. The reversed out copy and small text are executed nicely.

The winner in the Packaging and Label – Film-Pressure Sensitive category for

Duracell Quantum Powercheck Battery Labels

is

CCL Label
Clinton, SC
Product – Postage Stamps & Security Printing

Special attention was paid to trap treatments to create sharp reverse type in conjunction with clever utilization of process and spot colors. In addition, the judges noted the highly detailed map used as a background for the sheet.

The winner in the Product – Postage Stamp & Security Printing category for

**The War of 1812: Fort McHenry**

is

CCL Label
Clinton, SC
Golden Cylinder Awards 2015
Packaging/Product/Label

Product – Giftwrap

Accurate color matching, white vignettes and excellent ink coverage on metallized paper impressed the judges. Tighter registration control would have propelled this entry even further.

The winner in the Product – Giftwrap category for

**FROZEN**

is

American Greetings
Afton, TN
Product – Functional

The small reverse type is clean and the whole package has great shelf appeal. High-resolution Gravure technology and intelligent color space management enhance the general appearance of this winning entry.

The winner in the Product – Functional category for

**Nescafé Gold**

is

**UKRPLASTIC**

Kiyv, Ukraine
Product – Vinyl Substrate

The Pearl effect of the gold adds a lot to the overall look of the finished product, designed to reflect sunlight when installed in a pool. Good job on a difficult substrate.

The winner in the Product – Vinyl Substrate category for

Moonstone

is

Canadian General Tower (CGT)
Cambridge, Ontario Canada
Technical Innovation – Image Carrier

This system could represent a game change in Gravure cylinder processing and logistics. By addressing the difficulty of plating copper directly onto aluminum, this winning company has opened up the benefit of lighter weight cylinders while retaining the robust structure of more familiar materials.

The winner in the Technical Innovation – Image Carrier category for METON CYLINDER SYSTEM is ICR IOANNOU S.A. Inofyta, Greece
Technical Innovation – Inks & Substrates

Good concept, iridescent pool liners that interplay with their surroundings. The judges commented that despite the introduction of pearlescent mica rich inks, they were able to maintain a realistic appearance.

The winner in the Technical Innovation – Inks & Substrates category for Luminous and Opalescent is

Canadian General Tower (CGT)  
Cambridge, Ontario  Canada
Technical Innovation – Press

This winner eliminates a lot of make ready work utilizing automated systems. It also addresses several other efficiency concerns with this latest model. The shorter web length through improved drier efficiencies along with reduced ink volume requirements bring many economic benefits.

The winner in the Technical Innovation – Press category for

BOBST Rotogravure Press Model RS 4004 Xi

is

Bobst North America Inc.
Roseland, NJ
Golden Cylinder Awards 2015
Packaging/Product/Label

Technical Innovation – Product

Improving on existing technology, this winner delivered a benefit for engravers dealing with a large range of cylinder diameters. They have demonstrated that improvements and enhancements in tooling can bring efficiencies to existing equipment and positively impact print quality.

The winner in the Technical Innovation – Product category for

Adjustable Burr Cutter for Helio Machine

is

SYNTEK Co., LTD
Yokohama, Japan
First Best of the Best winner is….

Chocolate-Covered Almonds

UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine
Second Best of the Best winner is:

Nescafé Gold

UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine